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Abstract Bark beetle infestations are often scattered throughout the forest landscape and therefore difficult to accurately and rapidly assess. We tested a roadside sampling technique in a pure maritime pine forest (Pinus pinaster) of ca. 1300 ha where bark beetle outbreak foci were observed following a windstorm. The sampling method relied on the count along stand edges of all dying or dead trees sighted within a fixed distance from the road. About 2300 trees attacked by Ips sexdentatus were recorded and located using colour-infrared aerial photography. Accuracy of the infestation map was verified by ground sampling. Piles of cut logs stored along the edge significantly increased the percentage of attacked trees in the neighbouring stand. However, the percentage of attacked trees within the stand edges did not differ with the percentage within the stand interior. It allowed us to use stand edges as sampling units to estimate the mean percentage of attacked trees per stand. At the stand scale, the use of a fixed 10 m wide strip along stand edges maximized the detection of attacked trees and minimized the bias of estimated percent of attacked trees. Based on GIS data, various stratified roadside sampling plans with increasing numbers of edges per stand and increasing numbers of stands per forest were simulated by bootstrap resampling. In a forest without any storage of cut logs, systematic roadside surveys underestimated the level of damage. The sampling accuracy increased with the kilometers of edges surveyed. In a forest with piles of cut logs on which bark beetles can breed, the best option was an adaptive sampling plan where at least two additional consecutive edges were observed in stands close to the pile. As compared to systematic sampling plans, adaptive plans were three times less expensive in terms of sampling effort for the same accuracy. Overall, adaptive sampling plans were also more robust as they provided less biased estimates as the proportion of stands with nearby piles increased in simulated forests. # 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. Keywords: Roadside sampling; Adaptive sampling; Bootstrap resampling; Forest damage; Bark beetles; Ips sexdentatus; Pinus pinaster



1. Introduction Climatic events such as storms, lightning strikes or droughts are known to favour the spread of some forest pest insects like bark beetles (Coulson et al., 1999; Wichmann and Peter Ravn, 2001; Eriksson et al., 2005; Gilbert et al., 2005) whose spatial distribution and associated economic consequences are scaledependent. As a consequence, forest damage assessment and monitoring often entail a multi-scale approach (Powers et al., 1999). Forest managers require forest health information
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ranging from the regional scale (for sustainable management planning purposes) to stand scale (detailed local information). The landscape scale (1:10,000–1:50,000) has often been considered the most relevant spatial scale for insect pest monitoring as well as for direct control and salvage operations (Wulder et al., 2004; Wainhouse, 2005; Fettig et al., 2007). Forest pest monitoring at the landscape scale requires considerable sampling effort as it is intended to provide both accurate and spatially explicit information over large areas. The situation is even more problematic when pest density is low and when attacked trees are scattered within the forest landscape. Wulder et al. (2006) reviewed the solutions offered by aerial overview surveys based on remotely sensed data. Moderate resolution data such as those provided by Landsat TM may be appropriate to detect large infestation levels but do not allow a proper quantification in case of low pest density and/or random
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spatial distribution of damages. On the other hand, the accuracy of individual attacked tree mapping may be improved by the use of multi-date imagery or a high spatial resolution (Bone et al., 2005), but these methods require sophisticated technology and turn out to be quite expensive when applied over large areas. Widely used for wildlife inventories, the strip sampling method allows a rapid survey of large areas. Commonly implemented along randomly spaced lines in aerial or boat surveys, it is often considered as wasteful for the estimation of sparse and/or clustered populations (Buckland et al., 1993; Schwarz and Seber, 1999; Pollock et al., 2002). Adaptive sampling in which sampling effort is increased around infection spots has proven to provide a better estimate of damage level than simple random or systematic sampling schemes (Thompson, 2002). It can be combined with conventional methods such as line transect sampling (Pollard et al., 2002) or cluster sampling (Turk and Borkowski, 2005). However, inventories remain time consuming or poorly applicable in the field when large areas are to be urgently surveyed. To circumvent this limitation, the variable area transects (VAT) sampling appears to be an interesting alternative (Engeman and Sugihara, 1998). This method consists of fixing the width of a narrow strip transect of observation and to adapt its length to the occurrence of damage. It seems to offer a good compromise between the accuracy of the estimates and investment in field work. It has been successfully tested on different crop damages of various densities but only at the stand scale (Engeman et al., 2005). This study explored various spatially explicit sampling plans in order to develop a practical and cost-effective method to assess the density of trees attacked by bark beetles within a fragmented landscape. Because forest plantations display a dense network of roads due to timber activities and fire protection requirements, we developed a sampling strategy that takes advantage of this feature over large areas. We used the strip transect approach in which only damaged trees sighted from the road within a fixed width and continuous strip along stand edges had to be recorded. It can be considered as a combination of distance and quadrat methods. Accuracy of estimations will thus vary according to the total length of edges and the width of the strip observed. Assumptions were that the monitoring staff ignored both the spatial distribution of attacked trees and the location of piles of cut logs. The survey was undertaken within monospecific plantation forests of maritime pine (Pinus pinaster Aı¨t) covering 1 million ha in southwestern France. In that region the pine stenographer beetle (Ips sexdentatus Boern.) can occur as a severe pest showing complex spatial patterns with various degrees of patchiness (Bouhot et al., 1988; Gilbert et al., 2005). Our approach was to test such a roadside-based sampling in a 1300 ha forest in which all attacked trees were spatially located by means of colour-infrared aerial photography. With the exact set of attacked trees, we investigated first whether local factors might affect the spatial distribution of damage in order to design a stratified sampling plan. Then, using bootstrap resampling, we explore the performance of several sampling schemes to minimize both the number of edges per stand and the number of stands to be sampled.



2. Methods 2.1. Study site and data collection 2.1.1. History of storm damage The study was conducted in the state forest of Lagnereau located in the southwestern France (448300 N, 18140 O, Fig. 1). This forest covers 1300 ha of pure maritime pine plantations, with a mean annual temperature >12 8C, an average annual rainfall of 700 mm and a low elevation ( 
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